ACROSS

1 using certain methods like surface inspections and aerial photos to determine a likely archaeological site

4 a non-portable artifact of human manufacture, such as a roasting pit, hearth or post hole

7 a person who collects and studies artifacts of our past and attempts to explain past people’s way of life through evidence

8 a pattern of squares laid out over an area that is to be dug

9 a small hole dug to reveal the distribution of artifacts on a site and their depth is called a test __ __ __

10 an object used or made by people for use in their everyday lives

12 excavation used to determine the extent and layout of a site

DOWN

2 excavation used to determine the sequence of human occupation at a site

3 the law of superposition states that where one deposit overlies another, the upper must have accumulated later in time

5 a technique of obtaining material remains of past people

6 any area where an archaeologist excavates after determining that humans have occupied the area

11 a wall left between adjacent grid squares to avoid confusion during artifact collection
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